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References External links Category:2014 software Category:MacOS audio software Category:Digital piano softwareQ: How to pass variable from one function to another? I have 2 functions, function win(){ //some code str1 = "test"; alert(str1); return str1; } function lose(){ //some code alert("I'm losing"); } I want to call lose() function and pass the str1 to it. lose("test"); If I use
quotes around the variable, it is ignored, so what is the best practice? A: like this? function win(){ //some code str1 = "test"; return str1; } function lose(){ //some code var str1 = win(); alert(str1); } A: The best practice is to handle variables with different scopes differently. In your example, str1 is already defined inside of win, so there is no reason to create a new variable. It just
makes things more difficult because the new variable won't be the same, and even if it is the same the new variable will be shadowing the old one. str1 = "test"; lose(str1); Or even lose('test'); If you need to access a variable within a closure (the win function) from some other scope you should probably look into using an object (var foo = {};) to handle that. Solid state quantum

cascade lasers have been demonstrated with an operating wavelength of 1.3 μm and a facet-to-facet beam quality factor, M2, of over 60. However, devices fabricated to this date suffer from poor device performance and material compatibility with the semiconductor process. For example, a 2.5 μm wide, multiple quantum well mid-infrared QCL (MQW-QCL) prior to development
of the solid state laser was measured to have an internal quantum efficiency of approximately 6%, and thus needed at least a 22× performance boost to be cost competitive, assuming a 100 watt of CW output at a wavelength of 2.5 μm
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External links Complete Neo-Soul Keys® Studio 2 architecture, including music plugin, color plugins and UI. Download. Download Neo-Soul Keys Studio 2 music plugin. Neo Soul Keys Editor. Video demonstration of Neo Soul Keys Studio 2. Neo Soul Keys for iOS. Neo Soul Keys for macOS. Neo Soul Keys Tools. Neo Soul Keys Forum. Neo Soul Keys. Category:Speech
synthesis software Category:Audio software plugin stubs Category:MacOS musical softwareQ: AS3: how to extend a class that is sealed? we have something like this: package { import flash.display.MovieClip; public class StaticClass { private static var _instance:StaticClass; public static function get instance():StaticClass { return _instance; } public static function set
instance(value:StaticClass):void { _instance = value; } } } package.StaticClass.instance and StaticClass.get instance() can be called anywhere in the flash project, but they are static and have no methods. package.DynamicClass is a class that extends StaticClass, and we want that StaticClass.instance, StaticClass.get instance() and StaticClass.set instance() should be available only for
DynamicClass, so DynamicClass is sealed (same as public class DynamicClass extends StaticClass). I know I can use a self-referenced class, like below, to make DynamicClass able to access the methods of StaticClass: package dynamicClass { public class selfReferencedClass { public static function selfReferencedFunction():void { trace("ok"); } } }
dynamicClass.selfReferencedClass.selfReferencedFunction(); But how can I use selfReferencedClass to make StaticClass? I could define the method selfReferencedFunction() directly in Static 570a42141b
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